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Hogeschool van Amsterdam’s Task: 
The Toolkit



Pilots results and insights transformed 
into a Roadmap



Toolkit Deliverables

Informing

Library of tools and 
information.
Filter per categories.

Connecting

Map with 
projects/communities/initiatives
Find projects and/or add your 
project.

StadsGarage

Stadsgarage accelerates social entrepreneurship within the 

region and provides help for governments… read more

Supporting

Questionnaire answers lead to  a 
personalized offer of tools.
Matching needs to solutions.



Toolkit Testing and Training

Soon:

Training Module

Now:

Testing Phase



THANK YOU!



Script
1. Good afternoon. First of all,  sorry for breaking the flow by speaking English, but as it was said, Empower 2.0 is a Transnational project. 

1. And I am going to talk now about the Toolkit that is being built with the knowledge from our 7 pilots in different countries: Netherlands, 

Begium, UK and Danmark.That is the task of HvA: to design a transnational toolbox that can support individuals, authorities, initiatives

to empower energy communities. I am Pedro and I am the toolkit project leader.

1. By mapping barriers, challenges, type of users and their needs, we are designing a toolkit that is not only an inventory of curated tools, 

but it is a platform that offers proper tools and information to guide you through your project’s specific context, your goals and issues. It 

doesn’t matter if you are an enabler - supporting energy communities to reach their goals - or a citizen that is looking for support to

become energy active. Our toolkit offers 3 different types of support that can help you:

1. Informing: our toolkit will count with a library of tools and other contents that can support energy initiatives. You will be able to filter what

type of content you want to find.

Connecting: it will be also possible to share your initiative work and find other initiatives, partners, authorities that are working on 

projects and are a good connection for you. You can read their project information or get their contact.

Supporting: Our main tool are personalized guides. By answering a simple questionnaire, we can match your project’s information, 

profile, your needs and goals to proper content that can help you. We have crossed and matched the information we had from our pilots 

with the many open tools being offered, in order to suggest you the best ones, the best fit for your project’s needs.

5. So you users can get the best experience by using these tools, we will develop a training module. This training will help you to understand

how you can better use the toolkit within your projects and within energy communities you are working with. For now, we have finished our

toolkit prototype and will start to test it during December and January. This is an important phase to validate if the toolkit can be really helpful to

many of you. So we invite any of you that are interested in testing it or that would like to know more about the prototype to get in contact with us. 

De Stadsgarage will be sending an email after this event with our contact info.

6. Thank you very much for your time. And for giving me the opportunity to present  the outline of our toolkit. We really believe that it can be a 

great tool that will support you and your communities through the prosumer journey.


